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(Abstract) 

This thesis consists of two individual mathematical papers which have been developed in 

the course of the author’s thesis work. They deal with certain aspects of optimal control of 

systems in which the system equations are nonlinear, the cost integrand is non- quadratic, 

or both. 

The first paper deals an extension from the linear-quadratic case to systems as just 

described of the so called Newton-Kleinman method. Here we carry out this extension the- 

oretically and prove that the associated sequence of stabilizing feedback controls converges 

uniformly to the optimal control. 

In the second chapter of this work we generalize the existence and uniqueness theory 

for the nonlinear-nonquadratic optimal control problem from the critical point and periodic 

cases studied earlier by Lukes and Zhang, respectively, to the case where the invariant target 

set is a compact submanifold of the state space.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

We consider certain optimal control problems in which for a given dynamic system 

z(t) = F(2(t),u(t)), 2(0) = 20 € R”, (1) 

it is required to minimize the cost functional (function of trajectories) 

V(2,u) = [ ” G(a(t), u(t))at. (2) 

By analogy with the method of Lagrange multipliers, one may approach the minimization of 

V(z,u) subject to the system (1) by formally stating the unconstrained problem of finding 

critical points of 

V(a,u)+ (p, 2 — F(2,u)) (3) 

seen as a functional in some infinite dimensional space. Here p denotes an element of the 

dual space (itself a function) that plays the role of a multiplier or dual state. Suitably 

modified and made rigorous, this approach leads to the necessary condition—Pontryagin’s 

Maximum Principle (PMP) [3] and is related to the Hamiltonian formulation of classical 

mechanics. 

When F(z, u), G(z,u) take the linear-quadratic form, i.e. in (1) 

F(z,u) = Ar + Bu (4) 

with A, B being a stabilizable pair and 

G(a,u) = (2*,u*) (5)



W R 
with > 0, U > 0, D. Lukes proved in [2] the existence and uniqueness of the 

k* U 

optimal control (1), (2). In this linear-quadratic case, the PMP necessary condition is also 

a sufficient condition. He obtained the explicit formula for the optimal control 

u= —U~'(R* + B*Q)z (6) 

in feedback form with Q being the positive definite solution of the Kalman-Lyapunov matrix 

equation. 

Later, in [1], D.Lukes further considered extending the method to nonlinear-nonquadratic 

optimal control problem near a critical point. He kept the linear part unchanged in (1) but 

added to it a higher order part f(z,u). Also the integrand in the cost (2) maintains its 

quadratic part while a higher order part g(x, wu) is added. He proved the optimal control 

near the origin for this extended problem takes a feedback form as well but having a higher 

order term: 

u= —U7*(R* + B*Q)z + A(z). (7) 

We see that the linear part of (7) just coincides with (6). Lukes method is based on power 

series solution of the Hamilton- Jacobi equation. 

At the same time, there is a useful approach to the optimal control (1),(2),(6) called the 

Kleinmann-Newton method (cf.[6],[4]). It obtains the positive definite matrix Q in (6) as 

the limit of a sequence of positive matrices Q,, i.e. 

Q = lim Q;, (8) 
joo 

with Q; being the solution of the matrix equation: 

. . . W R I 
(A+ BK;)"Q; + Qj(A+ BK;) + U, Kj) Roo = 0, (9)



where 

K; = —U7!(R* + B*Q;-1). (10) 

The most recent significant work is due to D.Russell and X.Zhang(cf.[5]). They considered 

the critical point being replaced by an invariant periodic flow of the uncontrolled vector field. 

In chapter 2 of this work, we try to work with nonlinear-nonquadratic optimal control 

without periodic conditions. We consider there the real analytic nonlinear vector field 

F(2,u) and a compact analytic manifold M detemined by 

{r:2€ R", p(x) = 0}, (11) 

which is invariant for the uncontrolled vector field F'(z,0) and exponentially orbitally stable 

for the corresponding system, by which we mean there is a twice continuously differentiable 

feedback ko(x) such that for given zo, 

d(xpo(t, 20), M) < moe~"'||_p(x0)|, t > 0, (12) 

where 2;,(t, Zo) is the solution of 

z= F(z,ko(z)), x(0) = zo, 

and ko(z) = 0, cE M. 

Clearly, the condition (12) coincides with that in the case of nonlinear- nonquadratic optimal 

control problem near a critical point. 

Our optimal control problem can be stated explicitly as follows: 

min{ [ G(x, u)dt} (13) 

where z(t) is subject to 

z= F(a,u), £(0) = 20, 

with zg near M,where G(x, u) is real analytic and G(z,u) > 0,(2,u) ¢ M x {0}; G(2,0) = 

0,2 EM.



The main result is as follows. 

Theorem 1. The nonlinear optimal control problem described above has a unique solution 

expressed by a feedback function A(z) which vanishes on the compact manifold M con- 

cerned and is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of M. The synthesized system 

t= F(z, K(z)) 

obtained with the use of this control has M as a uniformly orbitally stable invariant set. 

On the other hand, in Chapter 1 of this work we prove that the Kleinmann-Newton 

method is still valid for the nonlinear-nonquadratic optimal control problem near a critical 

point. Indeed, we can write the Kleinman-Newton process as follows: Given any stabilizing 

feedback control u = Ko(z) = Dr+ho(x) with A+ BD being stable and ho(0) = 0, oho (0) =   

0. Then for 7 = 1,2,... by the process 

Vi,_,(2) = I G(a(t, 2), Kj1(8(t, 2))dt, (14) 

with @ = F(#, Kj_-1()), (0) = z, and 

OV, _; (x) OF (2, K;(2z)) 1 OG(z, K;(z)) _ 
  

Ox Ou Ou 0, (15) 

W R £ 
where F(z,u) = Ax + Bu f(z, u), G(a,u) = (2*, u*) + g(x, u), we can 

RX U U 

in turn get the stabilizing feedback control K;(x),j = 1,2,.... 

We have the following result. 

Theorem 2. For the nonlinear-nonquadratic optimal control problem near the critical 

point, given any stabilizing feedback control u = Ko(x), the sequence beginning from Ko(z) 

of feedback controls Kj(z),j = 1,2,... created by the process (14),(15) will be uniformly 

convergent in {z : ||z|| < a} for some positive constant a.
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Chapter 2 

Extending the Kleinman-Newton Approach to 

Optimal Control of Nonlinear /Nonquadratic 

System 

In [1] D.L.Lukes proved the existence and uniqueness of the optimal control, in nonlinear 

feedback form, for the nonlinear-nonquadratic problem near a critical point of the system 

under study. Here we prove that the feedback control sequence created by application of 

the Kleinman-Newton approach|4], beginning from a globally stabilizing feedback control, 

converges to the optimal control described in Lukes paper. 

2.1 Definition of the Optimal Control Problem 

We are going to deal with the optimal control of certain autonomous systems of 

nonlinear differential equations 

z= F(2,u). (2.1) 

Throughout the paper we assume F(z, u) is real analytic in some neighborhood of the origin 

in R"+™. In particular, then, we may write 

F(2,u) = Ar + But f(z, u) (2.2) 

where A and B aren Xn and n X m matrices, (A, B) is a stabilizable pair [1] and the higher 

order part, f(z, u), satisfies 

Of(0,0) _ 
FO.) = 0 ae uy 

We assume the cost functional for the optimal control problem to have the form 

| Ga, u)dt, (2.3) 
0 

6



further assuming G(z, wz) is also real analytic near the origin and 

— W, R x 
G(a,u) = (2*,u*) + g(x, u), (2.4) 

R*, U u 

with 

W, 
>0, U>9O, (2.5) 

R*, U 

and 

09(0,0) _ 4 079(0,0) _ 
HO) =O Feu) = Tlesup = 

  

The optimal control problem is 

minuev. [ ~ G(a(t), u(t))at 

subject to the constraints that x and u should together satisfy 

t= F(x,u), 2(0) = 29 
, 

for an initial state zo near the origin in R”. 

In [1],D.L.Lukes proved the existence and uniqueness of the optimal control, in closed 

loop form, for this problem. Here we show this optimal control can be realized as the uniform 

limit of a sequence of stabilizing controls generated by the so called Kleinman-Newton 

process (see [2],pp.284-289 ) beginning from any globally stabilizing feedback control. 

2.2 The Kleinman-Newton Method 

We know from [2] for the linear-quadratic problem, i.e. for the case in which 

F(2,u) = Av t+ Bu, (2.6)



W, R x 
G(2,u) = (2*,u") , (2.7) 

kR*, U u 

that any given feedback control 

Ko(x) = Dz (2.8) 

such that A+ BD is stabilty matrix, will give rise to a sequence of positive definite matrices 

Qo, Q1, ---,Q;,... through solution of a sequence of Liapounov matrix equations({2],pp. 284) 

with an associated sequence of linear feedback controls related to the Q; by 

K(x) = —U~'(R* + B*Q;-1)2. j = 1,2,.... (2.9) 

This process is called the Kletnman-Newton method [2]. 

We see from [2] that there is a positive definite symmetric matrix Q such that 

Q = lim Qj, (2.10) 
je 

such that the matrix differences Q; — Q satisfy a condition of quadratic convergence: 

25 -— QI < M|]Qj-1 - QI, (2.11) 

where M is a positive constant. We also see from that work that the linear feedback control 

generated by 

a= —U7'(R* + B*Q)zx (2.12) 

is the unique linear feedback control providing the solution for the linear quadratic control 

problem corresponding to the linear system (2.6) and the quadratic cost integrand (2.7). If 

we define for G(z, u) in (2.7) 

V;(e) = I G(x, Kj(«))dt,



we know from [2] that V;(z) = 2*@Q,;2x and we see that Kj41(2) in (2.9) can be obtained by 

the following equation 

VN) pg 4 2 j4a(3))U + 22" R = 0, 

i.e. 

OV;(z) O(Az + BKj41(2)) 1 OG(a, Kj41(2)) 

Az Au au = 0. 
  

Returning now to the nonlinear-nonquadratic problem which is our topic here, for an 

arbitrary globally stabilizing feedback relation u = K(x) we define the associated cost 

function 

00 W, R £, . 
Vie(x) = | (a", K*()) + 9(&, K(#))dt (2.13) 

0 R*, U K(z) 

where & is the corresponding state trajectory satisfying 

# = F(é,K(#)), #(0) =. (2.14) 

Following the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman paradigm, it is then possible to define another 

feedback K(2) as the (unique under appropriate hypotheses) solution of 

OVK OF (2, K(2)) | AG(2, K(e)) _ 
Ox Ou Ou — 
  

and, from that A(x) to construct another cost functional Vj as in (2.13), replacing K'(z) by 

K(2). The Kleinman-Newton process consists in constructing, via this pattern, a sequence 

of stabilizing controls 

K;(x),j = 1,2,..., 

via 

OVK,_, OF (2, K;(z)) 1 OG(a, K;(x)) _ 
Dx Ju Du 0. (2.15)  



Our purpose in this paper is to establish the viablity of this approach for approximating 

the optimal control function A(x) as studied by Lukes in [1]. 

Theorem 2.1. For the nonlinear-nonquadratic problem described above, given any globally 

stabilizing feedback control 

u= Ko(z), Ko(z) = Dz + ho(z) 

with A+ BD being stable and 

Aho(0) 
ho(0) = 0, Dn = 0, 

the sequence beginning with Ko(2)) of feedback control functions A;(z),j = 1,2,... created 

by the process 

Vk,.() = | G(8(t, 2), Kj-1(8(t, 2) )dt, 

é = F(#, Kj-1(#)), &(0) = , 

V1 OF(@,K,(0)) , OG(e, Kl) _ 
Ox uC er 

converges uniformly near the origin, i.e. there exists a positive real number a such that 

  

{K;(xz)} uniformly converges in {z | ||z|| < a}. 

2.3. Background 

We summarize the results from [1] (see pp.79-82 in [1]) in the following three lemmas. 

Lemma 3.1. If {Qj} is described in section 2 above,and {’;(x)} is as in Theorem 2.1, we 

  

have 

Vic,(0) = e*Qjx + H,(@),(j = 1,2, (2.17) 

Ki(2) = Pu-tarte + BA E1)) + he, SB) 
= —U~'(R* + B*Q;-1)2 + h;(z), (2.18) 

where 

H;(0) =0, oe) 0,



0? H;(0)   

  

dc? 0 

_, OA(0,0) 
h(0, 0) = ° 5a, a) = 0; 

h;(0) = 0, ai) = 0. 

Lemma 3.2. For each K;(xz) as described in lemma 3.1, we have 

os F(a, K;(x)) + G(x, K;(2)) = 0. (2.19)   

Lemma 3.3. For j = 1,2.,..., let 

—U~*(R* + B*Q5-1) 

be denoted by 

Then we have 

W, R L, 

R*, U} \ Qj 
Oe Oi) Ag + BQ;#) + (2*, (Qix)*) = 0. (2.20) 

2.4 Adaptation of the Hamilton-Jacobi Equation 

Let K(2) be one of the feedback functions in the control sequence determined by the 

Kleinman-Newton method (cf.(2.15)). From Lemma 3.1-3.3,we see that 

OHK(2r) 

Ox 
  F(x, K(2)) + 2(Qx2)"(f(2, K(2)) + Bhx(2)) + gz, Qx2, h(x) =0, (2.21) 

where 

W, R x 
n(z,Qx2,hK(z)) = (x*, K*(z)) . 

R*, U K(2) 

11



. WwW, R zr, 
—(2*,(QK2z)") . 

R*, U QKr 

+ g(r, K(2)), (2.22) 

where 

K(2) = Qxrt+hx(2). 

Let oH cls) be denoted by Px (x). Taking the second derivatives in (2.21), we obtain 

  

  

  

OP; OF 0g2 _ 

where 

gx) = (Qx2)"(f(2, K(2)) + Bhx(x)) + n(x, Qk, h(x). (2.24) 

Since 

_ » Gg92(0) _ 0° g2(0) _ 
g2(0) —_ 0, Ox —_ 0, Ox2 .— 0, (2.25) 

we can show for each K(x) that there is a unique Px (x) satisfying (2.23) with 

a Pi-(0) 
c = = 0. 2 

Indeed, we propose to adopt the method in [1](pp.89-90) to establish the unique solution 

P,, of (2.23) ,(2.26) as follows. 

For each solution 2(s, x) of 

é = F(#, K(#)) = (A+ BQx)é+ Bhx(@) + f(4, K(8)), (2.27) 

£(0) = 2, 

where ||z|| is sufficiently small, we see, that in association with the differential system 

corresponding to (2.27),(2.23) the following relationship holds 

d(t) yn 

pee |= | OT BORO DPE), (228) PRO) JT | (A+ BO) PRA) 
  

12



with 

Bhx(#(t)) + ut K(#(t))) 
(- Behe GO) )«5 ~(2f CORE) «5 _ 993 (E(t) 

Or 

r(t,p) = (2.29) 

Let 

eA BQ) 0 

Ux(t) = 
0, 0 

0, 0 
?} = 

Val -t(A+BQx)* 

These satisfy 

|A@I| < Be“ “**, (4 > 0), 

||V2(2)I| < Be, (t < 0), 

for some positive constants G, 1,0 

Since ||Z(t)|| decays exponentially, and ohK (0) = 0, foe) = 0, we see, for given € such that 

2eBl/a< i, that there is a positive real number é such that when ||z|| < 6, we have 

IIr(t, p) — r(t, a)ll < ellp — all (2.30) 

uniformly for t € [0,co). 

Now consider the integral equation 

t oo 

O(t, x) = Uy(t)x + [ Ui(t — s)r(s, 0(s, z))ds — | U2(t — s)r(s, O(s, 2))ds. (2.31) 
0 t 

Using successive approximations to solve the integral equation above, starting with the 

initial approximation 09(t, z) = 0, we readily obtain 

pB _ 
Gu41)(t,2) — An(t,2)|| < = Pll I be 

13



leading to the solution @ of the integral equation. 

Then, for every x, we can write 

PE(2) = - I U>(—s)r(s, 6(s, 2))ds. 

Next we are going to construct another partial differential system. We define 

F(a,z,u) = F(z,-U~"(R*2 + B*Qz) + u) 

f(z,z,u) = f(a, -U'(R*2 + B*Qz) +4), 

G(x, 2,u) = g(x, -U~'(R*2 + B*Qz) + u), 

and 

G(x, z,u) = 2(Qz)"[f(x, -U"(R*a + B*Qz) + u) + Bult 

* -1 * * * W, Rk zr, 

+(2*,(-U~"(R*r + B°Qz) + u)") 
k*, U —U-1(R*rx + B*Qz) +4 

* -1/ p* * * W, R w, 

—(2",(-U~"(R*e + BYQz))”) 
R*, U —U-!(R*c + B*Qz) 

g(z, -U*(R*r + B*Qz)+ 2) 

= u"Uu + 2(Qz)"f(2, 2, u) + G(2, 2,0). 

Now we pose the following partial differential system 

OP*(z,z,u) 

O(2,z,u) 
  
OF (x, z,u) OG(z,z,U) _ 

F*(x,2,u) O(z,z,u) © A(x, z,u) 
+ P(x, z,u) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

Let us explain the roles played by z and u above. The variable z repesents Q~!Qx-x for 

each K(x) and u represents hy (xz) for each A(x). Through this partial differential equation 

system a common framework is established for all A(z). 

14



We claim that there is a solution of (2.37),P(z,z, u), satisfying 

  

im Pe. QT Q;2,hi(2)) = 0, (2.38) 

OP*(2,Q"Qja,hj(2)) _ 
I|zl|+0 O(z, et) = 90, (2.39) 

for all 7. In fact, let us consider 

_ (z,z,u) 

P(a,z,u)F(2,z,u)+ | Ridz + Redz + R3du = 0, (2.40) 
(0,0,0) 

where 

P(z,z,u) = (Pr,..., Pr), 

Fy 
F(2,z,u) = 

Fy 

_ 9G( x, z,U) 
(Ri, Ro, R3) = O(x,z,u)’ 

and 

(dx)* = (dry, ...,d%,,),(dz)* = (dz,...,dzn), (du)* = (duy,...,dum). 

We define for 7 = 1,2,...,n 

_ FP. (x,z,u) 

P;(t,2z,u) = _ Fi (G12, 0) Ridx + Rodz+ Radu. (2.41) 
J nN 2 

dja FF (2, Zz, u) J(0,0,0) 

Then if we further define 

P(x, z,u) = (Pi, wey Pn), 

we see, from lemma 5.1 in next section, that P(x, z,u) will satisfy (2.37) and (2.38),(2.39) 

and for all 7, P(z,Q7!Q,;2x,h;(x)) is analytic near x = 0. 

15



Then we see this P(z, z,u) is a solution of (2.37) with 

  

im Pe. Qi, hj(x)) = 0, (2.42) 

OP*(z,Q7"*Qjx,h;(z)) 
im = 0, 2.43 

IIz||+0 (x, z,U) C48) 
for all 7. Now if we let 

a= Q'Qxz, 

u=hx(z), 

we see, from (2.42),(2.43) that 

  

P(2,Q-Qx2,h(2)) |e-0= 0, (2.44) 

and 
*(> -—1 x -(¢ OP*(r,Q 2K »AK(2)) leco= 0 (2.45) 

. ahr 
wherein =, = 

Also it is easy to see when z = Q7'!Qx2,u = hx(x),that P(z,z,u) satisfies (2.37) 

which, in turn,implies that P(z,Q-!Qx(z), hx(z)) satisfies (2.23). But the uniqueness of 

the solution of (2.23), with (2.26), gives 

P(x,Q-'Qx2,hx(2)) = Px(2). (2.46) 

noting by Lemma 5.1 below as well that they are real analytic in a neighborhood of the 

origin dependent only on F,G, Ko. 

2.5 A Bounding Lemma 

We begin by stating 

Lemma 5.1 Following the notation of Lemma 3.1, there exist positive numbers € and a 

such that when ||z|| < «, we have 

[A(x] < allel] (2.47) 

16



uniformly for all 7 = 1, 2,.... 

Proof: From lemma 3.1, and using (2.18), we have the basic relationship between hj(x) and 

Vj-1(2), 1 

hj(a) = U1 B*( OH). 5 p¢g, Vinny 
Ox Ox ~ 

Since Qk, — Q, (j — oo), by the stability analysis (see [3],pp.314-315), we see that there 

+ h(a, (2.48) 

are positive numbers 6, < 1,62 < 1 such that when ||/z|| < 6,,and |[A(x)|| < 62||z||, for all 7, 

the solution @;(t) of 

t= (A+ BQ;)@ + Bh(@) + f(4#,h(4)), 

z(0)=2 

will decay exponentially. 

But this implies, when z satisfies 0 < ||x|| < 6, and |/A(z)|| < 69||z||, that for all 7, then 

F(a, Qj + h(2)) £0, 

noting that A+ BQ; =A+BQ+ B(Q; — Q). Indeed, by reducing 62 if necessary, we can 

choose 61,62 so small that 

|F (2, Qjx + A(x))]| 2 colle), (2.49) 

where o(> 0) is the minimal singular value of A + BQ with c being an absolutely positive 

constant. 

Now by (2.41), for each 2,1 < i < n, for all 7,7 = 1,2,..., and any h(z) satisfying 

|A(x)|| < 69||a||(whenever ||z|| < 61), we have 

~—F;(z,Q71Qj;2, h(z)) (2,Q71Qjx,h(z)) 

ka FE (2, Q71Q;2, h(z)) J(0,0,0) 
  P(z,Q7'Q;2,h(x)) = Rydz + Redz + R3du 

(2.50) 

well defined and real analytic when ||z|| < 6. We define 

N =({(z,2,u) | 2= Q7Q;2,u = h(x); A(0) = 0, me) = 05 ][2I| < 61, [A(x] < 6alla[[ 

(2.51) 

17



to be a union of open submanifolds in R?"+™. 

By (2.49), (2.50) and (2.36), with elementary calculus, noting that ||A(z)|| < 62||z||, we 

see that there is a vy > 0 such that when ||z|| < v and (z,z,u)E N 

|| P(z, 2, u)|| < Collell, (2.52) 

OP(z, z,u) 2 OP(2x, z,%) 
———|| << | —__—__—\§__|]| < . | A(a,z) I] < Ci(llzl] + 62), [3 Il $ Calllell + &2), (2.53) 

where Co, C1, C2 are absolutely positive constants and here we require 

-41 1 
[C2 + Cid + max |[Q Q5l[)I82 < g, 

1 JU" Be I[C2 + Cx(1 + max QQ, 1))6 < 5, 
by reducing 62 a little bit if necessary(noting C,,C2 only depending on F,G and not de- 

pending on 62). 

Before going to the major part of the proof, another preparatory is needed as follows. 

Given j and A(x) as above, for fixed zo(||zol| < 61), 20 = Q71Q;20, uo = A(zo), and for 
A 

  each u,u = tug,0 < t < 1, we need construct a h(x), such that h(0) = 0, oh(O) = 0, and 
x 

\|A(x)|| < 6||a||,A(20) = uw. To fulfill this task, we simply choose 

since it is easy to see that 

ah(0) _ ,2h(0) _ 4 
Ox Oz ’ 
  h(0) = th(0) = 0, 

l|A(x)|| = t||A(z)|| < t62|lz|| < belle), 

(whenever ||z|| < 6,) and 

h(xo) = th(ao) = tuo = u. 
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Therefore when (x, z,u) € {|z|| < v} NN, we have by (2.53) 

|| P(x, z, ul] < Ca(llell? + 63 [2[[) + Ca(llall + &)llull. (2.54) 

where C3 = Ci(1 + max; ||Q7'Q,]|) . In fact, assuming z = Q7'Qjz, u = A(x), we see, by 

using the construction of h(x) noted above, that 

||P(z, 2, u)I| 

= ||P(z, z,u) — P(0,0,0)]|| 

< || P(z,z,u) — P(a, z,0)|| + || P(a, z,0) — P(0,0,0)|| 

OP(z, z, uv) OP( 
<( sup ||—.—— 

(viislen Ou A(z, 
Wr] +( sup ZL: Fe Dil lle). (2.35) 

N,||z||<v 

Now let us begin the main step of the proof which is an induction process. We require, 

by reducing v if necessary, 

Oh(2, w) 1 
Alm ay HA + 2maxtllQslld) < 362. (ell<elfull<e) O(a, w) 

Now we begin, starting from ho(x). For the positive 62 given above ,we can choose a positive 

63,0 < 63 < min{6,,v}, such that when ||z]|| < 6s, 

||ho(x)|] < 42]]2"]. 

We can also require 63 to satify 

6364 < 62, 36263 <V; (2.56) 

max{l|Q-"Qjl|}6s < v5 (2max{||Qjll} + 1)és < v, (2.57) 
and 

1 1 
sllU* BT I((C2 + C3)63 + (C2 + C3)63) < gee (2.58) 
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(C2 + C3)53 + (C2 + C3)62 < 1, (2.59) 

noting the remark below (2.53). 

We will establish, by mathematical induction on j = 1,2,..., that when ||z|| < 63, we 

have |hj(x)]] < 42||<]]. 
We now suppose, as an induction assumption, that when ||z|| < 63, we have ||h;(x)|| < 

63||z||. Then by (2.53),(2.54), we have when ||z|| < é3, 

P(x, Q" Qj2, hy(x))I| 

< Ca((l2||° + 63 |||) + Ca(lll] + 62)[1h5(@)I| 

< (C3 + C2)6al|e|| + (C3 + C2)6al| =| 

= [(C2 + C3)83 + (C2 + C3) 63) |la). (2.60) 

We denote by o; the quantity (C2 +C3)63 +(C2z+C3)(é2)?. Then let us estimate ||h;41(2)]|, 

when ||z|| < 63. By (2.51) , (2.46),(2.44),(2.45) we deduce when ||z|| < 63 that 

OH; (2 _ 

CPU) _ p(e,Q-Qj2,hi(2)). £ 

noting that the functions so obtained are real analytic. Then from (2.60) we have 

on A) 
ll 

< offal. (2.61) 
Thus by (2.48),(2.56)-(2.59) we have 

1-1 pe 
hjaa(@)Il < SIU" Bolla | 

|) + (oy 2B jee) max 
(IlzIl<»llell<v) (IIzll<»|lewll<v) 

(ZO Mell + oallel) 

1 
éallell + 56al|zl] = 62llel]. (2.62) 

Thus we obtain, when ||z|| < 63, the inequality ||hj;41(z)|| < 62||z|| and we see that the 

Lemma has been proved by mathematical induction . 
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2.6 A Contraction Process 

Here we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.1.. In what follows we consider ||x|| to be 

sufficiently small; for example, ||z|| < 63, where 63 is determined by Lemma 5.1 and that 

quantity may be reduced several times below. Let A(z), K'(x) be two feedback controls in 

the sequence {K;(x)} created in the process (2.16). 

We define 

OHx(z2) _ OH (2) 
  

  

AUK, R(2) = | KAN +x - Qll-+||Qxr-Qll. (2.68) 

Noting that 

OHK oF Pra) _ PEAS). Pro) _ ome) 

we see that 

A(K, K’)(x) = ||Px(2) — Px(x)|| + [IQ — Q|| + lQx - QI]. (2.64) 

For integer p,q,p > q > 0, by (2.46) (2.63) we have 

A(Kp41, Kg41)(t) = ||P(2, Q-"Qp4it, hpsi(x)) — P(x, Q*Qa412, hoti(2))| 

+ |]Qp+1 — QI] + []Qo41 — Q]]. (2.65) 

But, also using Lemma 5.1, especially (2.53),and (2.11), we have 

|| P(x, 2" Qp4it, hp4i(t)) - P(t, Q7'Qqti 2, hgta(2)|| 

S ||P(x,Q7'Qp412, hpta(x)) — P(z,Q7"Qq412, hp4i(2))||+ 

+||P(2, Q7Qq412, hpti(2)) — P(z,Q7"Qq412, hg+1(2))|| 

< 1(2)||Qp41 — Qotall + o2||hp41(2) — ho41(2)| 

= 01(2)||Qp+1 — Qa4all + F2||(Ap4r(e) — Qpz) — (Ky41(2) — Qy2)|| 

S (o1(@))(NQp4i — Qq4al|) + o2(||Kp+i(2) — Kg41(x)I|) + o3(2)[lQp — Qal| 
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Vi acon 
    S (or(2)) (p41 — Ql + [Qq41 — QI) + 502|| BU ‘Il 

os OVE, 
Or | + o3(2)]Qp — Qq]| 

< M(ai(2))(IIQp — alr. + [Qo — QI?) + o5(#)(IQp — QI] + [Qo — QIN) 
Ot Ot - Ott 

    +o4(z)|| 

  
OHK 

— HHI + +04(2)| 
ty as, 

+5 o2|| BU ‘l= 

    < g6(l1Qp — QI] + I1@q — QI) + onll | (2.66) 

where 

o2 = C263 + C262, 

and noting the remark below (2.53), 

o;(z) > 0, 

oj(x) — 0, ({lz]] > 9),7 = 1,3,4,5, 

Further, when ||z|| < 63,0 < 6g < 1,0 < 67 < 1. 

Now by (2.65),(2.11), and using (2.66), we have(for some positive og < 1) 

A(K p41, Kg41)(@) 

OAK OH 
< o8(|IQp — Ql + lq — Ql) + ol ~- = 

OHK, OH 
< 0°(| Fo — ll + ll@p — Qll + [lo - ll) 

= o*A(K», Kq)(2), (2.67) 

    

  

with 

o* = mar{o7,og} <1. 
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OA. . vo 
Now we can show that the sequence {5-4} converges uniformly near the origin as 

follows. First we show, when n — oo, that for all p > 0, 

A( Knip, Kn)(x) — 0 (2.68) 

uniformly near the origin. Since by (2.67) 

A( Knst; Kn)(2) 

< o* A( Kn, Kn-1)(@) 

<1. < OF" ACKY, Ko)(z), 

we see for Vp > 0 that 

  

  

A(Knps Kn)(t) 
= AR OTs aay - Ql + [In ~ Ol 

< » | Aint — Oto Hay ~ Qllt 

+2 Qeap-a ~ Ql +--+ Ques ~ QI) + Qe ~ 
_ a oP Ko _ Ons 4 

+|Qnt5 — Ql + [lQn+j-1 — QIl) 
P 

= S- A( Kntj, Kn+j-1)(2) 
j=l 

< S> oT HA Ky, Ko)(2) 

o*n 
= (5 —_ JAC Ky, Ko)(2) —> 0.   

We have therefore shown (2.68) to be true. 

Then since 

lOn+p ~ Q|| —_ 0, 
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|Qn — Q|| — 0, 

we deduce from (2.63) that 

| OH Kany» _ OHk,, | 

Ox Ox 

< A(Kntps Kn)() + [lQntp — Ql] + [1Q, — Q|| — 0, (nm > 00, Vp > 0). 

OH x OVix 
We have now proved {=} converges uniformly near the origin, as does {5} by 

(2.17),(2.12). Consequently,{A;(x)} converges uniformly near the origin by virtue of (2.18). 

2.7 Further Properties 

Finally, we present a theorem which shows that the Kj(z), V;(x) = Vx,(z) generated by the 

extended Kleinman-Newton process described above continue to enjoy some of the proper- 

ties established in [4] for the corresponding linear-quadratic case. 

Theorem 7.1. Let D be a closed set, whose open interior contains the origin z = 0, in 

which all of the A;(x), V;(z) are defined. Further suppose that D is invariant under each 

of the systems (cf. (2.15)) 

t= F(a,K;(z)), j = 1,2,3,... (2.69) 

generated by this process, each of the cost functions V;(xz) is positive in D except for 

V;(0) = 0 and has the property, for each positive number v, that the subset of D described 

by V;(x) < vis compact. Then i) If G(z,u) > 0, z £ 0 for all u, each system (2.69) has the 

origin as a globally asymptotically stable critical point in D; ii) The cost functions V;(z) 

are monotonically decreasing in D as 7 increases, i.e., for z € D, 

Viei(z) < Vi(z), J = 1,2,3,.... (2.70) 

Proof: From the definition of the V;(z) we know that 

OV; (2) 
Aa F(z, Kj(z))+ G(a, Kj(z)) = 0, « € Dz (2.71)   
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Since the ”next” feedback function Aj+1(x) is chosen so that uj41(x) = Kj41(2) minimizes 

the Hamiltonian function MO) F(x, u) + G(z,w), it follows that 

OV; (x) 
Ox F(z, Kj41(2)) + G(2, Kj41(2)) < 0,2 € D 

and therefore 

OV;(z) Aa F(x, Kj41(2)) < —G(2, Kj41),  € D   

Our assumption under i) shows that —G(z, Kj41(@) < 0,, © € D, « £0. Since V;(z) 

satisfies the standard assumptions for a Lyapounov function in D (see, e.g., [3]) relative to 

the system (2.69), the conclusion of i) follows. 

To show ii), suppose z is a point in D and let €(t) be the solution of £ = F(E, K;(€)) 

with €(0) = z. By the result in i) we conclude that €(t) € D, t > 0 and limi... &(t) = 0. 

Then for 7 > 0 let C(t, 7) satisfy ¢(0,7) = x and, with the dot denoting differentiation with 

respect tof, 

C(t,7) = F(C(t,7), Kj4i(C(t,7))), OS tS 7; 

((t,7) = F(C(,7), Ki(C(4,7))), OS 4 TSB < ow. 

Since C(t,T) € D the result of i) applies again to show that ¢(t,r) € D, t > 0 and 

limy—.o6 C(t, T) = 0. 

Let us define the cost corresponding to the composite trajectory C(t, 7) by 

Vela) = f° Gtr) Kjarl6ltr)))dt-+ f G(C(t,7), Hs(C(t, rat 

=f GE(t,7), KjalG(t,7)) at + Vi(6(7,7)) 
We observe that Vo(z) = V;(z) while lim,;...V;(z) = Vj4i1(z). Thus, to show that 

Vj4i(2) < V;(x) it is sufficient to show that V(x) is monotone decreasing with increas- 

ing r. To this end we differentiate V-(z) with respect to r (the justification of which is 
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routine) with the result 

MA) = G(G(r, 7), KiaalC(r.7)) + LEC C7), Kia) 
OV; 

—G(C(, 7), Bi(C(7,7))) + FA(C(7, TI) FUC(7, 7), Ki(C(7,7))- 

The last line here is zero by virtue of (2.71) so we have 

dV,(z) | 

dr 
G(C(07), Ksaa(G(757)) + LAC, 7)) FUC(s 7), Kis (Crs 7)   

Since the right hand side here vanishes when Kj41 is replaced by A; and is minimized 

over u by the choice u = Kj41(C(7,7)), we conclude that #V,(x) < 0. Applying the 

mean value theorem we conclude that V,(z) < Vo(x) = V;(x) for 7 > 0. Then, since 

Vj41(@) = lim, V+(2) we have the result ii) and the proof of the theorem is complete. 

It seems likely that one can show that the convergence of V;(x) and its gradient to the 

optimal V(2) and its gradient, respectively, are quadratic as 7 — oo, thus yielding a corre- 

sponding result for the convergence of the feedback functions K(x). It is not immediately 

clear, however, how this result may be obtained at the present time. 
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Chapter 3 

A Generalization of Nonlinear-Nonquadratic 

Optimal Control to Invariant Compact Manifolds 

In 1969, [1] D. L. Lukes proved the existence and uniqueness of the optimal control for 

the nonlinear-nonquadratic (NLNQ) problem for an autonomous analytic control system 

gz = F(zx,u) near a critical point ¢ for the uncontrolled system, ¢ = F(2,0) , i.e., a point 

where F'(Z,0) = 0. Later, in 1993, [3] D. L. Russell and X. Zhang extended the theory to 

cover the case wherein the critical point is replaced by a periodic solution of the uncontrolled 

system. Here we adapt this theory to solve the NLNQ problem near a general invariant 

compact manifold for the system. 

3.1 An Optimal Control Problem 

We begin by considering a control system in R"*™: 

z= F(z,u),2€ R”,we R™. (3.1) 

We will suppose F(z, u) to be real analytic with respect to both x and u. Further, we will 

suppose there is an analytic, compact m-dimensional manifold, 1 < m < n, in R”, which 

we denote by M, such that M is invariant under (3.1) when u = 0, M being given by n—m 

equations : 

yi(z) = 0,7=1,2,..,n-—m, (3.2) 

which we abbreviate by 

Y(t) =0;9: R73 R™, (3.3) 

We will assume that y(z) is real analytic in the region of interest and that the Jacobian 

matrix oe is everywhere of rank n — m on the manifold M. 
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We suppose there is a twice continuously differentiable feedback function 

u = ko(x) (3.4) 

defined in the region of interest in R” such that 

ko(z) = 0,z € M, (3.5) 

and such that the closed loop system 

& = F(zr,ko(z)) (3.6) 

has the property of exponential M-orbital stability: i.e., given zp near M, the solution 

Lk (t, to) of the closed loop system with z,,(0, 29) = Zo satisfies, with d denoting the usual 

Euclidean distance in R”, 

d(Xio(t,t0),M) < moe~*||:p(a0)]], ¢ = 9, (3.7) 

for some fixed positive constants mo, 89. In this sense we say that the system (3.1) is sta- 

bilizable near the compact manifold M. 

From (3.7), consequently for s:0 < s < t, we have 

d( Xho (t,t), M) < moe) |p vk (8))II. 

In fact, if let T = ¢t — s, 21(T,24,(s)) = 24,(T + 8,20), we see that x1(T) is the solution of 

1(T) = F(ak(L + 8), ko(tk(T + 8))) = F(ei(L), ko(ai(T))), 

with 

r1(0) = Lk (Ss). 

Thus, by (3.7), we have 

d(ay(T, Tko(S)), M) < moe ||o(xe4(s))Il, 
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i.e. 

d(tio(t, 20), M) < moe) || p(xp9(8))||,t > $ > 0. 

Let G(z,u) be a scalar function which is also real analytic in a sufficiently large region 

which includes M. We will suppose that 

G(x,u) > 0, (3.8) 

for all x and wu of interest and that 

G(z,u)>0,(2,u) ¢ M x {0}, 

G(,0)=0,2€ M. (3.9) 

Our basic control objective is to minimize the cost 

C(#o,u) = [ ” Gla, u)dt (3.10) 

associated with the control function u(t) and the response z(t, u,2o) to that control via 

(3.1) initiating at the point rg near M. Specifically, we propose to prove the following 

result. 

Theorem 1.1 The optimal control problem for the system (3.1), stabilizable as indicated 

near a compact manifold M, with cost integrand described by (3.8),(3.9), has a unique 

solution expressed by a feedback function A(z) which is identically equal to zero on M and 

is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of M. Moreover, the synthesized system 

&= F(x, K(z)) (3.11) 

obtained with the use of this control has M as a uniformly orbitally stable invariant set. 

3.2. The Variational System 

We now focus on the twice continuously differentiable nonlinear feedback function 

u=ko(z), ko(z)=0,c€ M, (3.12) 
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defined in the region of interest in R” such that the closed loop system obtained by replacing 

u with ko(x) in (3.1)), ie., 

& = Fo(x) = F(a, ko(z)) (3.13) 

having M as an invariant set, has the further property of exponential orbital stability. Since 

the function ko(z) is continuously differentiable, the condition kg(x) = 0,x € M and the 

compactness of M suffice to establish that 

I|ko(x)|| < Bod(z, M), (3.14) 

in some neighborhood of M. Letting the control synthesized by (3.12) be denoted by uo(t, z) 

and writing 

Lig (t, Zo) = x(t, Uo, Lo), (3.15) 

we see that the cost 

C( 20, uo) = | G(2(t, Uo, Lo), Uolt, ro) )dt (3.16) 

0 

is finite for all initial states zg in some neighborhood of M. 

First of all, we describe the system (3.1) in local coordinates and the corresponding 

variational system based on M. Let ¢ be a point on M. Since Se (z) has rank n — m, we 

can find linearly independent vectors 

w1(4), w2(#), vy Vm (2) 

such that 

Oy 
Ox 

Now let V be the n x m matrix whose columns are the vectors ~,(£),k = 1,2,...,.m. Then 

(2)v, (2) = 0,k = 1,2,...,m. (3.17) 

the matrix 

O@(z)= | * , (3.18) 
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where + denotes the transpose of a vector or matrix, is clearly such that ®(#) is nonsingular. 

We define local coordinates near % by 

E=9(x),€€ RM n= V(x - z). (3.19) 

Clearly the Jacobian matrix of the map c —> (£,7) at ¢ = & is ®(#) and is therefore 

nonsingular. From the continuity we can find a neighborhood 

n(@,p(#)) = {2 € R" | lle - all < pla)}, pla) > 0, (3.20) 

such that the Jacobian matrix ®(z) of the map t —> (£,7) at each point z in n(#, p(£)) 

remains nonsingular and such that we have a smooth inverse relationship 

z= 2(£,7) (3.21) 

in each such neighborhood. Since we can do this for each point < in M and since M is 

compact, there are finitely many points 2;,7 = 1,2,...,J, such that the neighborhoods 

nj = n(2;,p(Z;)), 9 = 1,2,...,d, 

cover M. This defines a local coordinate system on M such that, in each such coordinate 

system, M is given by = 0. Of course, the coordinate relationships (3.19) differ in each 

neighborhood n;, but we will use the notation £,7 for simplicity, resorting to £;,7; only 

when it is necessary to distinguish between these coordinates in different n;. Similar con- 

ventions will be followed in connection with y, ®,~w,W etc. 

The transformed control system is 

. dy 
f= 5 (28, mF (a(S, 0), ¥) = (Es 0 u), (3.22) 

y= WF ((2(€,7),u) = 9(f, 1, U). (3.23) 

Again we should note that the functions f and g are actually different in each neighborhood 

nj, j =1,2,..,J. Since M is invariant under the flow associated with F(z,0) we have 

f(0,7,0) = 0. (3.24) 
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In terms of € and 7 the control synthesis (3.12) now becomes 

u = ko(x(E,7)) = Kol€.7) (3.25) 

and since ko(z) = 0 for c € M we have K,(0,7) = 0. Since solutions (t), n(t) of 

(3.22), (3.23) with u(t) = 0 which initiate at points on M are such that &(t) = 0 we may 

unambiguously refer to such solutions solely in terms of 7(t), where 

7 = 9(0, 7,0). (3.26) 

Solutions of this m-dimensional system of differential equations describe the uncontrolled 

flow on the manifold M. We can think of such solutions as initiating at points jo € M, 

provided we realize that it is also necessary to specify the neighborhood n; in which the 

point (0,7) lies in order for no to be unambiguous. 

The variational system of (3.22) based on M consists of all linear systems of the form 

(note that (3.24) implies se (0, 7,0) = 0), 

 _ Of Of 

where 7(t) is a solution of (3.26). It should be noted that this is, in effect,a set of linear 

systems parametrized by solutions n(t) of (3.26). We can write this system in the form 

6€ = A(n)6E + B(n)ou (3.28) 

with 

0 An) = 520,70), 

B(n) = 5£(0,n,0). 
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Noting that Ko(0,7) = 0 and Roltad = 0, the corresponding variational form of (3.25) 

may be seen to be 

_ OKo 

bu(t) = pe (Or mse) = Ko(n)6€(t), (3.29) 

so that the closed loop variational system based on M takes the form 

6€ = (A(n) + B(n) Ko(n))6€. (3.30) 

Lemma 2.1 Suppose that (3.7) is true, then there is a positive number p such that each 

solution 6€(t) of 

6E = {A(n(t)) + B(n(t)) Ko(m(t))}5E = A(n)6E, (3.31) 

6€(0) = £0, 

with (|fo|| small, satisfies 

SECIS mem "IN Eoll, (3.32) 

for all t > t*(t* being some positive real number) and uniformly for all solutions 7(t) of 

(3.26), where yo = Bo. 

Proof: We redefine 

  nj = n(B;, me), 5 —1,..,J. (3.33) 

and 

4nj = n(&;, p(#;)). (3.34) 

so that 

M CUZ nj. (3.35) 

From (3.7), also noting (3.3), there exists for all zo, ||y~(2o)|| sufficiently small (||y~(20)|| < a, 

for some absolutely positive a), a t* > 0 such that 

tho (t, 0) C Uji Rj, (3.36) 
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whenever t > 7*. 

Now given any solution 7(t) of (3.26), i-e., 

7 = 9(0,7,0), 

(0) = No, 

let 6€ be an arbitrary solution of (3.31), ie., 

6€ = [A(n(t)) + B(n(t)) Ko(n(t))]66, 

6€(0) = fo. 

with || || < a. Moreover, noting that f(€,7,u) is real analytic, we have a solution (£,7) of 

é = f(&, T, Ko) ~~ F(0, 1, 0) = [A(m) + B(n) Ko(n)lé + p(t, E(0)), 

T= 9(€,T, Ko(E,7})), 

£(0) = £0, 7(0) = no, 

where ||¢(t, €(0))|| = O{||E(t)|]?} because O(t, £0) consists of the higher order (> 2) terms 

of € with coefficients in 7. Because of the relationship between the original system and its 

local form under the locally one-to-one correspondance 

z= 2(f,7), 

and also noting that f(0,7,0) = 0, this finally determines a solution z(t) of 

& = F(x,ko(xz)), (0) = to = (£0, 70), (3.37) 

with |}p(zo)|] = [loll < @. 
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Therefore x(t) C Uy_,n;,t > t*. For each t > t* we have aj, 1 <j < J, such that 

a(t) € n;. We claim that the projection of this z(t) onto M denoted by Pz(t) will lie in 

4n; M. In fact we have, for all yEn;nM, 

. . p 
|e — Pz|| < lz — yl < lle — &5|| + [l@; - ll s 

(@j) , pCi) _ pl) 
  

4 4 

and 

a - PLE) 2-3 < 2 
But (3.38),(3.39) give 

@; — Pel] < |]; — al] + lle — Pal) < PED 4 A)     

4 2 

By the one-one correspondance 

a -——- (£,7) 

in 4n;, we see from (3.19) that, in local coordinates near t;, 

y(a(t)) = €(t), p(Px(t)) = 0. 

Therefore when ¢ > t* we have 

E(t)|] = lle(a(t)) — ep P2(t))]] 

Og < Supzean,||p-lille(t) — Pe) 

< Manigjca4 Supeean, {II Ella e(t), Mh}. 

< pomoe || p(z0)||, 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

where we denote Mazi<j<a{ Supresn, {|| S2Il}} by fo and use (3.7). Then, when t > 2, 

we obtain 

E(t) |] < pomoe ‘|| Eo]. 

Here we can assume jigpmpe~%*” < 1 by properly choosing ¢*. 
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Let ®(t) stand for the fundamental matrix, reducing to the identity when ¢ = 0, of 

  

bE = [A(n) + B(n) Koln) I6€. (3.44) 

We have 
t 

E(t) = E(t, £0) = O(t)O7"(0)Eo + (1) | &~*(s)o(s, &o)ds. (3.45) 

Taking the derivative with respsct to £), we see that 

OE(t, £0) _ -1 Oe 4 Fare = HHO) + H(t) | (Ps) 6s, fo)) ds. (3.46) 

From (3.43), as in [1], pp.95, we have, for ||&|| small, 

[ee < pe, (3.47) 

where pp = 2p10mo. For fixed t in (3.46), let & — 0. Then we see that 

|8(t)-1(0)|] < pe (3.48) 

Similarly, for each s < t, we have 

|O(2)-"(s)|] < pew FO) 

Clearly,(3.48) is true for all ¢ > ¢*. Then since 

5E(t) = B(t)-*(0)Eo, 

we have 

_ 80 , 
|SE(t)I| < pe? "Goll, ¢ >t. 

3.3. The Representation of Cost Functionals 

Let 7(t) be a solution of (3.26)and suppose that, in the local coordinates, the conclusion 

of Lemma 2.1 is true for Ko(7). Since M is compact, for each solution 6£(t) of (3.31), we 

have 

[ ~ 6E*(t) Wx, (n)6E(t)dt < 00, (3.49) 
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where 

- W(n), R(n) [ 
Wro(n)= (I*, Ke 

fol ( ) [i i (i 

W(n) R(n) 

R*(n) U(n) 

noting that, in the local coordinates, 

> 0, U(n) > 0, 

Win), R 
G(a,u) =T(én,u) = (eu | FOL LE) ena), 

R*(n), Uy) u 

because 

P(0,7,0) = 0, [(é,n,u) > 0, (€,u) # (0,0), 

wherein 

(Em, w) = of|lEll” + llul]"}, IIElL Hell — 0, 0. 

Lemma 2.2 There exists a continuously differentiable matrix function Q@(7) on M such 

that for every solution 6&(t) of (3.31) (with 6€(0) = &p, ||€o|| small) 

| ” GE*(t)Wq(n)OE(t)dt = E5Q(no)éo. 

Furthermore, Q(7) is positive definite. Moreover, for the solution of 

€ = [A(n) + B(n)Ko(nJlé + $(t, £0), 7 = 9(0,7,0), E(0) = £0, (0) = no, 

we have 

I(&,1) = f° TE,m KolE, n))at = &5Q(no)é0 + 5(Eo. 0) 
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where j(£ 0,70) consists of higher order(> 3) terms in & with coefficients in 7. Further, 

Q(1) satisfies 

Fa(0,1,0) + Ag n)Q(m) + QM) Ane(n) + Wn) = 0, 

with Ax,(7) = A(n) + B(n) Koln). 

Proof: (1). We choose 
1 

€= -a, 
4 

with a being chosen as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. In R”~™”, let 

and for i # 7, 

Correspondingly, let 6€;,;(t) be the solution of 

6€ = Ax, (n(t))6E. 7 = 9(0, 7,0) 

6£(0) = e;;, (0) = No. 

(2) Given T > 0, on the interval [0,7] the equation 

Q + QAKo(n(t)) + Ak, (n(t))Q + Wico(n(t)) = 0, 

Q(T) = (identity) 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

has a unique solution which is denoted by Q7(t). Since Wx,(7) is symmetric, we see Q7(t) 

is symmetric. 

(3) From Lemma 2.1 we see that any solution of (3.50) obeys 

6&(t) —+ 0,(t — o), 
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By (3.49) above we have 

J se-Wrol seat 

= Jim if 66° Wreq(n)bEdt 

= Jim " 6&°(-QT — QT Ax, — Ak, QT edt 
—_-O0ooO 0 

= lim * 4 (seQT (1)56)at 
— dt T-co Jo 

= Jim 6€*(0)Q"(0)6E(0) — 6€*(T)I5€(T). 

= Jim 5&*(0)Q7(0)5E(0). (3.52) 

(4) We write Q7(0), displaying its entries, as follows 

Gis Gn—m 
sesy (3.53) 

Qn—m1> + Gn—mn—m 

Noting that 

qi; = 5550" eis 

and, when 7 # j, 

= 515 zeiQ? (Oess — ais — Gil) 

we see from (3.52) that for every pair of 2,7, 

Gi; —> Gj, To. 

We define 

M11; » Gn-m 

Q(mo)= |... . (3.54) 

Gn—m1) >» In—mn-m



(5) Thus we have 

Q*(0) > Q(t). (3.55) 

Since for each T, Q7(0) is symmetric, Q(7o) is symmetric as well. From (3.52), we see that 

[Fe Wel m)8Elt)at = O(n) (3.56) 

for arbitrarily small 6& and é6£(t) satisfying 

bE - Axo(n)6€, 

6£&(0) = £o. 

From (3.56), when Wx,,(7) > 0, we see that for arbitrary & 

€09(n)fo 2 0, 

and we deduce that Q(7o) is nonnegative. Clearly, if Wx,(7) > 0, then Q(no0) is positive 

definite. 

(6) From (3.56) we have, for every pair 7,7, 

1 * 

gij(No) = a3 ij 2 (Moe: 

1 [~.., ~ 
= 66;,(t()Wko(n(t, no) OE; (t)dt. 

Ee" JO 

Using the fact that the solution (6€;;(t), n(t,70)) is of class C! with respect to no near M 

and Wx,(7) is of class C! with respect to 7 near M, we then see that qij(no) is of class C? 

with respect to 79 near M and so, consequently, is Q(7N0). 

(7) First we have, by (3.16), 

[ "T(E, n, KolE,))dt < 00. 
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Let 

A(t, £0) = &(t) — 6€(t), A(t, 0) = Kol, 7) — Ko(m)é. 

Clearly, for each t, A(t, £0), Ai(t, &o) consists of all the terms in £9 of order greater than or 

equal to two. Thus we see that 

[Gn Kole, mat 

Win), R(n) 6€ 

R*(n), U(n) Ko(n)6& 
= [ (6e*, (Koln) 68)") d+ 

+ [ v(A(t, Eo), 7, Ar(t, 0) )dt, 
0 

where 

[ v( A(t, £0), n, Ar(t, Eo) )dt < Ow, 

which can be expanded as a series in £9 involving terms of order greater than or equal to 

three with coefficients depending only on no. Then by (3.56) it is easy to deduce(cf. [1], pp. 

79-81) that 

I T(E, 7, Ko(§,9))dt = €5Q(no)fo + J(£0, No), 

with 7(€, 7) being differentiable and 

H(En) = O{|[Ell"}. 

(8) Now we derive a first order hyperbolic partial differential equation which has the solution 

Q(7). For given t > 0, we have 

6£"(t)Q(n(t) )6€(t) 

_ [ ” 6€"(s +t) We, (nls + t))6E(s + t)ds 
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=| ” 8€*(8)Wxo(n(s))6€(s)ds. (3.57) 

We write Q(7), showing its column vectors: 

Q(1) = (Pi(7), ++) Pa—m(1)- 

Differentiating both sides of (3.57) with respect to ¢ gives 

86° (){(( Fs os( ZR )9) + Aig M(Piy eos Paar)   

+ (Pi, ne Pym) AKo(n) + Wxo(n)}6E(t) = 0. (3.58) 

Since, for given ¢ > 0, the matrix 

OP. OPr—m A* 
4 A (Fy )9 Goa) + Aisa Pass Prom) + (Proves Prom) Ano + Wacom) 

is fixed but 6€(¢) can be arbitrary, we see from (3.58) that for all n(t) 

AP, OPrm 4 
(Be IG ol an )9) + Ak (1) (Pry es Pa-m)+   

+ (Pi, .) Pr-m)Ako(1) + Wx,(7) = 0. (3.59) 

Clearly (3.59) is a system of first order hyperbolic equations. We write it in the form 

dQ Fy 9070) + Ax, (1)Q(n) + Q(n)AK,(n) + Wxo(n) = 0. (3.60) 

3.4 On Kalman-Riccati Matrix Differential Equations 

We begin with the following crucial lemma. 

Lemma 2.3 There exists a positive definite matrix function Q(7) which is continuously dif- 

ferentiable on M such that for an arbitrary solution (t) of (3.26): 7 = g(0, 7,0), (0) = no, 

we have 
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(i) Q(7(t)) satisfies the Kalman-Riccati differential equation 

) etn) 
  +A*(n)Q(n)+Q(9)A(n)+W(n)—(R(n)+Q(n) B(n))U*(n)( R*(1) + B*(n)Q(n)) = 0 

for t € [0, 00). 

(ii) For all &, ||& || being small, the solution of 

€ = [A(n) + B(n)(-U~*(R*(n) + B*(n)Q(m)VIE(t) = Ag(NE(t), (3.61) 

§(0) = €0, (3.62) 

satisfies 

ECA] < we?" Eo|L, (3.63) 

where 44, Yo only depending on the manifold M and the constant a being chosen in the proof 

of Lemma 2.1. 

Proof: Based on the solution n(t), (3.60) becomes a Kalman-Riccati matrix ordinary differ- 

ential equation 

On) + (A(n(t)) + B(n(t)) Ko(n(t)))*Q(n(t))+ 

+ ainteycatn) + B(n(t))Ko(n(t))) + Wxo(n(t)) = 0, (3.64) 

  

on t € [0, 0). 

In the following we denote Q(7) by Qx,(m) to specify that Q(7) is obtained corresponding 

to Ko(7) in Lemma 2.2. We define as in [2] 

c(t, €) = SOK (n(t))é- 

We similarly define 

H(t, €,u) = SAD, SOE   [A(m)E + B(n)ul+ 
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Win), R(n) é 
+ (8, wu") 

R*(n), U(n)] \u 
(3.65) 

From (3.64), we see that H(t,€, Ko(n(t))€) = 0 and by elementary calculation we see that 

OH(tEu) _ 
Ou 7 

(3.66) 

if and only if u = A(n(t))€ = —U-"(n)[R*(n) + B*(n)Qx,(n)]é. But the Hessian here is 

2U(n(t)) > 0. 

Therefore, 

H(t, €,K(n)é) < 0. 

But this implies, for all T > 0, that 

E(T)QKo(MT)ET) — GOKo(M)60< ~ [EHOW MO Hat, 

where &(t) is the solution of 

€ = [A(n(t)) + B(n(t)) K(n(t))16, (0) = os |IEoll < a 

Noting that Q(7) > 0 and letting T — oo we obtain 

£5 Qxo(mo}fo > [> EOWeln(y (at. 
From Lemma 2.2 we further obtain 

£69 ko(N0)&0 = £6 ¢(N0)€0, 

where Q (7) corresponds to K(n) by the method described in Lemma 2.2. 

(3.67) 

(3.68) 

(3.69) 

(3.70) 

If we denote K(n) by Ay and carry out the same process as outlined above to obtain 

Ky from Ky, we in turn obtain 

Ko, £4, Ko,..., Kn, «.. 
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and the corresponding bounded matrix function sequence (since M is compact, we see that 

Qk,(7) is bounded) 

Qk(1),9K,(1)s 5 QE (M)s + (3.71) 

with 

Qko(1) = Ox, (9) > > Qk, (N) 2 > 0 (3.72) 

and 

Ce) + A*(n(t))QxK,(n(t)) + Qk, (n(t))A(M(t)) + W(n(2)) 

— (R(n(t)) + Q,_1(n(4)) B(n(4)))U* (nt) )(R*(n(t)) + B*(n(t)) + B*(n())Qx,_1(n(4))) = 

(3.73) 

for t € [0, 00). 

By (3.72), we denote lim;_... Qx,(m) by Q(7). In order to show, for each solution 7(t) 

of (3.26), that Q(n(t)) satisfies the Kalman-Riccati differential equation, we only need to 

show, on each closed interval [a,b], that {Qx,(7(t))} is uniformly convergent . We deal this 

proof in detail as follows. 

Since Qx,(7) —+ Q(7) on M, we see, for each ¢ € [a,], that Ox, (n(t)) — Q(n(@)). 

First we show the equicontinuity of each entry function of Qx,(n(t)) on [a, 6]. In fact, for 

every entry q(7(t)) of Qx,(n(t)) we have (by (3.73) and the relationship between Qx,(7) 

and its entry) 

jaa) ~ al n(ta)) < {max| AO Ye, - 
c {3max dQ, stat’ ona — to] < Blty — to] 

where (noting that M is compact and “3.7 

B= max ||A"(n)Qx,(0)+Qx, (1) ACM) +W(n)—(R(1) + Ox, () BC) UM) (Rn) + B(x, ())| 

and where ¢,,t2 are between a and b. This shows the equicontinuity of each entry function 

on (a, 6]. Then we will use the following theorem from D. Russell’s book (cf. [4]): 
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Theorem. If the sequence of functions f;(¢) converges pointwise to the function f(¢) on 

the compact interval [a,5], and if the f;(¢) are equicontinuous, then the f;(t) converge uni- 

formly to f(t) on [a, 8]. 

Proof: Choose € > 0 and, from the equicontinuity property, find 6 > 0 such that if z and y 

are in [a, 6] and |x —y| < 6, then |f;(z)— f;(y)| < § for any 7. Then let z,,k = 1,2,..., K be 

a finite set of points such that every x € [a, b| lies within a distance 6 of one of the x;. Since 

there are only finitely many points x, we can find J(€) such that if 2 and 7 are both greater 

than J(e) we have |f;(z,) — f;(2%)| < § for all k, by repeated application of the Cauchy 

property. Then for any x € [a, b] and for i and j both greater than J(€) we have, for some x; 

within a distance 6 of x, |fi(z)—f;(x)| < |fi(@)—filex)| +1 filen)—Filee +1 fi(ae)-fi(2)] < 

3+5+4 =e. Thus the functions f;(t) are uniformly Cauchy on the interval [a,b] and 

therefore converge uniformly to their limit f(t). 

Now we apply the above theorem first to the diagonal elements of the Qx,(n(t)) and 

then to the off-diagonal elements. Thus {Qx,(n(t))} is uniformly convergent on [a, 6]. Let- 

ting 7 — o in (3.73), we see that Q(7(t)) satisfies the Kalman-Riccati differential equation 

on t € [a, 6]. Because [a, 6] is an arbitrary closed interval, we see that Q(n(t)) satisfies the 

Kalman-Riccati differential equation on [0, 00). 

On the other hand, by (3.57),(3.73) we see that (3.63) is true. But we would like to deal 

with this matter in detail in order to obtain some results to be used in later sections. In 

the following, we use C, p, p11, jlo, etc., to stand for appropriate constants. 

Just as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 we have, for the solution of (3.61) and for all t > 0, 

EWAN = [ES Welnls))€(s)4s, 
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where 

W(n) R(n) I 
Wa(n) = (L, -[R(m)+Q(0) B(n)]U-“(n)) - 

R*(n) Un) —U~*(n)[R*(7) + B*(mQ(n) 

Noting that Q(7) and Wo(n) all have finite upper and positive lower bounds, we have 

EI < cf \é(s)|)2ds. 

But this implies 

ECA) < mew”, 

and the fundamental matrix ®(¢) of (3.61) satisfies 

(4) < pe! 

for t > 0. Consequently, we have 

E(t) = B(1)O7"(0) Eo, 

and 

E(t, €0)|] < wre? "Gol. 

Thus we conclude that (3.63) is true. 

Further, for 0 < s < t, we will show that 

(2) -1(s)I] < wae OE"), 

In fact, if we let £, = &(s), we have 

E(t, £5) = B()B-"(s)Es. (+) 

Letting (7) = €(f +s), with T = t — s, we see that &(T) is the solution of 

E(T) = Ag(n(T + s))&(T), &(0) = &(= €(s))- 
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So, by use of (3.63) as just proved, we have 

E(t, Es)I] = aC, £5) I] S pre Esl] = wre PO EI. 

This implies that, when ||&,|| is small, 

O£(t, E; an (t—s el < peo 
Taking the derivative with respect to &, in (*) above we finally obtain 

|F()O-(s)|] < wrew Ml. 

3.5 Lyapounov Functions 

Lemma 2.4 Let u = ko(x) be a twice continuously differentiable nonlinear feedback func- 

tion for (3.1) with ko(x) = 0, for all c € M. Suppose that, for the corresponding Ko(7), 

all solutions 6&(t) of (3.31) satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 2.1; then there exists a con- 

tinuously differentiable function V(x) such that V(r) > 0, « ¢ M and for each solution 

a(t) of = F(z,ko(z)) with x(0) = zo sufficiently near M, V(2(t)) is strictly decreasing 

as t increases. Consequently, from the standard result in [6], we see that M is uniformly 

orbitally stable for 

t= F(a, Ko(a)). 

Proof: We already have 

M CUI4n;, (3.74) 

where 

j = U(2;, ae) 

with a one to one correspondance between x and (£,7) in each neighborhood 4n;. Now we 

define 

Ny = ng — UsZi ny, k = 1,2,..., J. (3.75) 

We see that 

N~ON, =9,k £1, 
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and 

Uper Na = Ula 75. 

Then we define V(x) as follows: for every xz in Uj_,n, we have a unique k such that 

xe Nz, C ng. In 4ny, we have a one to one correspondance 

t <——> (€,7n). 

Following the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we see that Projyz € 4nx, 

and there is a unique (0,7) corresponding to Projy 2x, noting that,on M, €=0. Then 

we define 

Vie) = [Oe @Wro( Pe)olayat (3.76) 
with Wx,(7) being defined before lemma 2.2 and #(t) being the solution of 

a(t) = F(@,ko(@)), @(0) = «. 

Clearly, V(x) is well defined since y(#(t)) decays exponentially and Wx,(7) is bounded on 

M. Also, we see that when x ¢ M, V(x) > 0 since Wx,(T) > 0, on M. 

Now let x(t) be a solution of ¢ = F(2z,ko(x)) with 2(0) = zp near M. We show that 

V(a(t)) is decreasing with respect to t —+ oo. Given ty < tz, we show that 

V(2(t1)) > V(a(t2)). (3.77) 

In fact, we have by the definition of V(r) above 

ser a   

= Ff o (21s) Wo Pals) oll s))as 

= = p"(a(t*)) Waa Pale™)elalt")) < 0, (3.78) 
with some ¢* staying between t),t2. Thus we have proved that V(2(t)) is strictly decreasing. 
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3.6 A Nonlinear Hamiltonian System 

Here we will complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. The optimization problem is that of 

finding 

miny{ | T(é,7,u)dt} 
0 

such that &(t),7(t) satisfy (cf.(3.22),(3.23)) 

€ = f(€,7,u), 

T= gE, T, u), 

£(0) = £0, 7(0) = m, 

where (£9, 70) is the local coordinate of xg near M. 

Let 7(t) be the solution of (3.26): 

7 = 9(0, 7,9), 

(0) = no, 

where (0, 70) is the local coordinate of Projjygzo. Since 

T(0,7,0) = 0, 

f(0,7,0) = 0, 

we have in analytic case 

[E70 ~ L0,n,0))at 

+ ¥(E, 0, u)dt, 
oo WwW , | (E,u") (7), R(n) E 

° R*(n), U(n) u 
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where ||7(&,7, «)|| = O{||€||° + |lul[?}, and 

wherein we recall that || fi (€, 7, u)|| = O{|]€||? + ||ul|?}- 

We see then that in the analytic case the only dependence is on the solution 7(t) of 

7 = g(0,7,0), 7(0) = no and there is no explicit dependence on r(t). Thus the original 

optimization problem is equivalent to finding 

W(n), R(n) E 

R*(n), U(n) u 
minut [ (60°) + ¥(&,, w)dt} 

wherein €(t), 7(t) satisfy 

€ = A(njE+ B(n)ut fil€.n,%), 

7 = 9(0,,0), 

€(0) = 0, (0) = mo, 

for 9 near zero. 

The adjoint system is 

Ag = —A™()Ag — 2W (JE — 2R(g)u + f2(E, 7, u), (3.80) 

noting that 7 = g(0,7,0) is uncontrolled. From the Pontryagin necessary conditions [5], we 

see that the optimal control should have the form 

a 1, * * f @ = —SU*(m)(2R*(m)E + B'(m)Arg) + WE, 1A). (3.81) 

Carrying out the change of variable with Q(n(t)) as in Lemma 2.3: 

Ae(t) = pelt) + 20(n(t) (2), (3.82) 
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we obtain the systems 

€ = Ag(n& + a(m)ue + Ail€, m,Me)s (3.83) 

pig = ~AS(n) oe — f2(E, He)- (3.84) 

where a(7) = —7B(9)U~"()B*(n). 

Lemma 2.5 For the family of nonlinear analytic systems (3.83) (3.84) there exists a 

real m(n — m)-dimensional analytic invariant manifold S in which the origin of the € x pe 

space is asymptotically stable for (3.83),(3.84), uniformly for all n(t). 

Proof: In (3.83),(3.84) we write 

+(n,€,e) = a(n)me + AlSs He) | (3.85) 

~fal€, 1, Le) 

Let ®(t) denote the fundamental matrix of 

E(t) = Ag(n(t))€(t). 

We write 

Uy(t,s) = mone . 

and 

0, 0 
U2 ,o) = 

8) 0, S*-1(t)6*(s) 

We consider the integral equation 

t 
A(t, a, No) = Ux(t, O)a + I Ui, s)r(ns, To) As, a, mp) )ds 
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~ [ U2(t, s)r(n(s,no), (s, 4, Mv) )ds 

with a being a constant 2(m — m)-dimensional vector. 

From the proof of Lemma 2.3 we see that, when s < ¢, 

[|Ur(t, 8)l] = |P@)O"(s)|] < pew, 

This implies that in (3.86) 
t 

| Uy (t, s)ds 
0 

converges as t — oo. At the same time we have, when t < s, 

||Uo(t, s)|] = ]O7**(4) @*(s)|] < pe" WOY, 

But this implies that in (3.86) 

| Us(t, s)ds 
t 

converges. Since 

fi(0, 7,0) = 0, f2(0, 7,0) = 0, 

Af:(0,7,0) _ 4 Af2(0,0,0) _ Ome)? Esme)” 

(3.36) 

(3.87) 

(3.88) 

and since we can assume ||a(7)|| is specified as small as needed (since M is compact and a 

transformation like 

ve = Chg 

can be used with some positive constant C' for this purpose), we see that for fixed € < 5 

there is a positive 6 such that 

Inn, &, Her) — 7(7, &25 Mer) || < €l](&, Her)” — (€2, Mer)" |], (3.89) 

holds for ||(&1, #e1)*|| < 6,|[(€2, we2)*||| < 6 and uniformly for 7 € M, provided we already 

assume 

lla(n)I| < €. 
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Using successive approximations to solve (3.86) with initial approximation 99(t, a, jo) = 

0, we readily obtain 

C|lal| _ [P11 (t,4, 90) — O1(t, a, nf] < Hele, (3.91) 
for some positive constant C’, which leads to the existence of a solution 8 of (3.86) satisfying 

||@(¢, a, no) || < 2Cllalle™", (3.92) 

uniformly for no € M. 

That @ is a solution of (3.86) is immediate for ||a|| small and for all no € M, since by 

the estimate of ||®—!*(t)®*(s)|| the integral in (3.86) converges. Moreover, we see that 0 

is analytic in & for fixed t. From (3.86), it follows that the first n — m components of 

6(0,a,o) are a;,j = 1,2,...,n — m and the latter components are given by 

6;(0, a, No) = {- I U2(0, s)r(s, no), 9(s, a, No) )ds};, (3.93) 

g=n—m+],...,2(n—-m). 

We define the function gq, by 

Gx 5 (G1, +5 On—m) No) = (f U2(0, s)r((s, No), (8, @, No) )ds}n—m4j (3.94) 

for 7 = 1,2,...,n —_m, and the initial value (7, £,q)* = 0(0,a,7) satisfy the equation 

qulE, 7) = 0, (3.95) 

in the € xX 7 X q- space, thereby defining a m(n — m)-dimensional manifold S satisfying 

SOR™=M. 

Just as in [1],pp.90-91, we see that S is the desired manifold for Lemma 2.5. We can 

show that the trajectories of (3.83),(3.84) intersecting S$ do not leave S. Let 0) xX no € S 

D0



and ||@|| be small. Then the equation for the manifold, which is 

T, 0 00 
0 — { A — I U2(0, s)r(ns, To); A(s, 80, no) )ds} = 0, (3.96) 

0, 0 

oo. ; g . 
is satisfied. Let the trajectory through 0 at t = 0, A(t, 9,0) = (t, 90, 70) satisfy 

Mé 

the differential equation (3.83),(3.84). Then we have (from (3.86), by changing s to § + t) 

I, 0 oo 
O(t, Ao, no) — { 5 A(t, 00, No) — | U2(0, s)r(n(s, no), A(s + t, Ao, no) )ds} = 0. 

0 ? 

Noting the formula 

As + t, 60, No) = As, A(t, 60, No), No) 

which follows from the uniqueness of the solution to (3.83),(3.84), we obtain 

I, 0 eo 
A(t, 80, 70) ~~ { 0 0 A(t, 90, 70) ~~ I U2(0, s)r(7(s, 0), 9(s, A(t, 8, 70), no) )ds} = 0. 

(3.97) 

But this implies that for the trajectory through 9 for ||9o|| small, A(t, 40) x M does not 

leave S. The proof of Lemma 2.5 is thus complete. 

Now from Lemma 2.5, we see that for the initial value (£0, 70) with & small, (3.83),(3.84) 

imply that 

u(E,9) = —U~*(n)(R*(n) + BE(M)Q(n))E + (SB U~* Br )gx(€,n) + AE, 0, o«(E,7)) (3.98) 
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is the desired stabilizing control. Just as in [1] ,pp.91-92 and pp.83-84 we see that this is 

the unique optimal control. The only difference here is that we deal with 

OI(E, 0, &) J(E,7,%) 
H(E,n,u) = —o, 919 7,0) + “ge FE: n,u)+T(E,7,u). (3.99) 

By Lemma 2.2, we see that 

A(E,n,t%) = 0, 

near € = 0. Also we have 

OH(E, nt) _ 4 
Ou — 

near £ = 0 and whenever 

OJ (E, 7, % . . 2) (6. nsil Gsm) + PalE male) = 0 (3.100) 
holds for all near zero. But by lemma 2.5, using the same argument as in [1], pp.91-92, 

we see that this is true since g(0, 7,0) is uncontrolled. Moreover, from (3.92) we see that 

the optimal trajectory &(t) satisfies 

EC) < Cl]Eo|ler’, (3.101) 

for some positive constant C. Then, returning to z- coordinate by (3.19), we obtain the 

desired optimal control 

u= K(2) 

as described in Theorem 1.1. Furthermore, from (3.101), using Lemma 2.4, we see that 

é = Fle, K(z)) 

has M as an uniformly orbitally stable invariant set. 
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